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The CMS experiment has to move Petabytes of data among dozens of computing centres with low latency in
order tomake efficient use of its resources. Transfer operations are well established to achieve the desired level
of throughput, but operators lack a system to identify early on transfers that will need manual intervention
to reach completion.

File transfer latencies are sensitive to the underlying problems in the transfer infrastructure, and their mea-
surement can be used as prompt trigger for preventive actions. For this reason, PhEDEx, the CMS transfer
management system, has recently implemented a monitoring system to measure the transfer latencies at the
level of individual files. For the first time now, the system can predict the completion time for the transfer
of a data set. The operators can detect abnormal patterns in transfer latencies early, and correct the issues
while the transfer is still in progress. Statistics are aggregated for blocks of files, recording a historical log to
monitor the long-term evolution of transfer latencies, which are used as cumulative metrics to evaluate the
performance of the transfer infrastructure, and to plan the global data placement strategy.

In this contribution, we present the typical patterns of transfer latencies that have been identified in the opera-
tional experience acquired with the latency monitor. We show howwe are able to detect the sources of latency
arising from the underlying infrastructure (such as stuck files) which need operator intervention, and we iden-
tify the areas in PhEDEx where a development effort can reduce the latency. The improvement in transfer
completion times achieved since the implementation of the latency monitoring in 2011 is demonstrated.
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